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Workforce Accommodation Strategy

Executive summary
Horizon estimates that at the peak of the construction phase, it will need
around 8,500 workers to build the Wylfa Newydd Project (although a figure of
9,000 has been used for assessment purposes). Horizon will seek to maximise
the number of workers recruited locally but many will not already live in and
around Anglesey and will therefore require somewhere to live while they work
on the project.
In developing its strategy, Horizon has had regard to its operational
requirements and overall vision for the project, the local authorities’ planning,
economic and community strategies and the responses received through the
three stages of formal Pre-Application Consultation and an additional update
consultation in January 2016. Key changes include:
• a reduction in the peak workforce from a maximum of 10,700 to a central
case of 8,500 and an assessment case of 9,000;
• a reduction in the amount of Temporary Worker Accommodation (TWA)
from up to 5,700 bed spaces to up to 4,000 bed spaces;
• TWA to be at a single site (on-site); and
• greater clarity and agreement with the local authorities on mitigation.
Horizon has concluded that on balance, the environmental and social effects
of the construction workforce on the existing community is best managed
through locating a significant proportion of them in a single, temporary
purpose-built campus as close as possible to the Power Station Site. The
approach and justification in relation to site selection is set out in detail in the
Site Selection Report (Section 6.5, Application Reference Number 8.24.4).
The impacts of workers not in the Site Campus will be minimised, managed
and mitigated through a range of measures, including the Workforce
Accommodation Management Service (WAMS).
Consultation and feedback from the Welsh Government and the local
authorities has highlighted a number of concerns that this Workforce
Accommodation Strategy ("Strategy") also seeks to address during
construction of the project. These include the management of workers’
accommodation choices, controls and enforcement of the use of caravans, and
the desire to see long-term legacy benefits for the community, including new
permanent housing and empty homes being brought back into use.
Whilst Horizon supports this ambition, it also recognises that workers will
generate temporary demand for housing. This will best be met through
(mainly) temporary measures, including TWA. Permanent new-build housing
will not be an appropriate solution for many of these temporary impacts,
although it will have a role in increasing the amount of capacity. Increased
demand for permanent housing is properly dealt with through the Local Plan
and Horizon supports the local authorities’ approach to plan for increased
demand as a result of Wylfa through their Joint Local Development Plan
(JLDP).
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Horizon will work with the local authorities to plan, monitor and manage the
provision of accommodation – providing a substantial amount of purpose-built
temporary accommodation, combined with measures to monitor the take-up of
accommodation by workers and funding to both boost the supply and deal with
any other impacts as necessary.
The proposals now comprise of the following:
• provision of up to 4,000 bed spaces in purpose-built TWA on-site (the Site
Campus);
• a central case that relies on use of 3,000 bed spaces in existing
accommodation across Anglesey and parts of the mainland;
• 2,000 workers will be recruited from existing local residents who will not
therefore need temporary accommodation;
• a comprehensive WAMS to match workers with suitable accommodation
that reduces impacts on existing communities and monitors those
impacts; and
• a housing fund that will provide financial support for:
- the provision of new accommodation as a project legacy;
- measures to stimulate more supply, including latent accommodation;
- interventions to make the market work better (e.g. rent deposit
schemes); and,
- housing management, enforcement and licensing by local authorities
Whilst the central estimate for the size of the workforce is 8,500, this Strategy
(consistent with the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA)) is based on
9,000 construction workers at peak. This allows for a higher number of
workers overall or a higher number of those seeking temporary
accommodation. This represents a worse case for the purposes of
environmental impact assessment and also allows for some contingency in the
forecasts for accommodation type against the central estimate.
Horizon’s baseline assessment demonstrates that there is sufficient spare
capacity to meet this demand across Anglesey and the parts of the mainland
where workers are expected to live. This is set out in table E1.
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Table E-1 Summary of accommodation and supply
Accommodation
type

Tourist

Estimated
demand
(across
the KSA+)

Total current
supply (KSA)

Horizon
estimate of
available
and
affordable
bed spaces
(KSA)

IACC
estimate* of
bed spaces
(Anglesey
only)

1,100

61,435

6,375

[532]

Of which
caravans

650

45,430

3,275

[200]

New/Existing
private rented
sector (PRS)

900

21,700

1,650

[880]

Owner
occupied

600

38,500

Latent

400

18,720

[800]
740

[740]

Site campus

4,000

4,000

4,000

TOTAL

7,000

12,765

[7,150]*

+ The KSA is the “Key Socio-economic Area” which is the area most likely to be affected
(both beneficially and adversely) by the Wylfa Newydd Project, and covers Anglesey
and parts of Gwynedd and Conwy. It is shown in figure 6.1.
* IACC is reviewing its estimate of capacity. It is anticipated that this will form part of
any Statement of Common Ground (SOCG).

The main difference between Horizon’s estimate and the Isle of Anglesey
County Council’s (IACC’s) is in the tourism sector. The Council has
undertaken a survey of some tourism providers and estimated capacity based
on those survey responses. As at 31st January 2018, it is currently updating
that survey. Horizon’s approach takes IACC’s estimate of total supply and
then applies discounts for price (it excludes accommodation workers cannot
afford) and occupancy in the summer peak. Horizon believes this better
represents available capacity than a survey-based approach.
However, Horizon recognises that these are estimates and that when workers
start arriving differences in patterns of demand and other adverse impacts
could arise.
It is therefore important that monitoring, management and mitigation measures
are put in place to ensure that the balance of demand and supply is maintained
and that other impacts (e.g. on Welsh language and culture) are considered in
the management of worker demand.
Horizon is therefore proposing a WAMS and a Housing Fund. The WAMS will
help match workers with suitable accommodation and capture data on their
choices so that effective monitoring can be put in place. The Housing Fund
can help boost supply, support measures to make the housing market more
efficient and provide additional resources for the public sector to deal with any
issues that arise.
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Draft Terms of Reference have been shared with the Welsh Government and
local authorities and these are appended to this document.
The WAMS will:
• Maintain a database of suitable properties (i.e. affordable and meeting the
necessary standards) offered by landlords and providers, including
Horizon’s own Site Campus.
• Provide a means for workers to search for housing that meets their needs
and be put in contact with the property owners or their agents.
• Capture and record data about the choices of workers, and provide
reports on this data for monitoring and management purposes.
The Housing Fund can:
• incentivise provision of new housing, including affordable housing, both
to meet increased demand and provide a legacy;
• augment existing empty homes programmes and bring vacant properties
back into use, both to meet increased demand and provide a legacy;
• encourage provision of more latent accommodation (e.g. spare rooms);
• fund measures to improve the functioning of the housing market (e.g. help
people downsize, support rent deposits for people at risk of homelessness
etc);
• fund council officer time to deal with any increase in workload, e.g. to deal
with homelessness; and
• support local authority enforcement of planning and licensing, especially
for caravan sites.
These measures will sit alongside other mitigation measures such as those for
Welsh language and culture and a Workforce Management Strategy
(Application Reference Number: 8.5) that will ensure the good behaviour of
those working on the project and seek to minimise their impact on local
communities.
Although the Workforce Accommodation Strategy is not a certified document,
the measures within it will be secured through other mechanisms. For
example, the Housing Fund and the Workforce Accommodation Management
Service (WAMS) will be secured through a Section 106 obligation. In addition,
the requirement to use the WAMS will be secured through the Code of Conduct
contained in the Workforce Management Strategy, which is secured by a DCO
Requirement in the draft Order.
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1

Introduction

1.1.1

Horizon estimates that at the peak of the construction phase, it will need
around 8,500 workers to build the Wylfa Newydd Project (although a figure of
9,000 has been used for assessment purposes). Horizon will seek to maximise
the number of workers recruited locally but many will not already live in and
around Anglesey and will therefore require somewhere to live while they work
on the project.

1.1.2

The purpose of this document is to set out Horizon’s strategy to provide
accommodation for these construction workers in a way that minimises the
impacts on existing residents and local housing and tourism markets. It sets
out how Horizon will use a “plan, monitor and manage” approach and includes
mitigation that will be secured through planning obligations.

1.1.3

In developing its Strategy, Horizon has had regard to its operational
requirements and overall vision for the Wylfa Newydd Project, the local
authorities’ planning, economic and community strategies and the responses
received through the three rounds of formal public consultation and an
additional update consultation in January 2016.

1.1.4

The Strategy will contribute to the safe and efficient construction of the project
whilst minimising any adverse impacts on existing communities and
businesses. It therefore seeks a balanced approach that ensures the Wylfa
Newydd Project can attract a productive workforce; that offers economic
benefits to local accommodation providers (through use of under-used
capacity); but, avoids excess demand being placed on existing provision and
other disruption to local communities. These impacts have been assessed in
the socio-economic chapters of the Environmental Statement (Application
Reference Number: 6.3.1) for the DCO application and in a range of other
assessments covering Welsh language (Application Reference Number: 8.21),
health (Application Reference Number: 8.19) and traffic and transport
(Application Reference Number: 6.3.14).

1.1.5

A key driver of this Strategy is that Horizon will not directly employ most of the
workers. Instead they will work for several main contractors and then a
potentially large number of sub-contractors. The Wylfa Newydd Project is also
likely to be constructed at the same time as a number of large-scale
infrastructure projects across the UK and beyond. Workers will therefore have
a choice about which projects to work on and where.

1.1.6

This Strategy therefore seeks to ensure that the accommodation offer for the
Wylfa Newydd Project is attractive for workers and encourages them on to the
project, but incentivises and guides them to accommodation choices that
benefit the local area and avoid adverse impacts.
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1.2

The Wylfa Newydd Project

1.2.1

Horizon is proposing to construct and operate the Wylfa Newydd Project,
which comprises the Wylfa Newydd DCO Project, the Licensable Marine
Activities and the Enabling Works. Each of these elements is described further
below. The Wylfa Newydd DCO Project will be consented under a DCO and
the Licensable Marine Activities will be consented under a Marine Licence.
There is some overlap between the two; the Marine Works (see below) will be
consented under both the DCO and the Marine Licence.

Wylfa Newydd DCO Project
1.2.2

The Wylfa Newydd DCO Project comprises those parts of the Wylfa Newydd
Project which are to be consented by a DCO, namely:
The Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP)
•

Power Station: the proposed new nuclear power station at Wylfa,
including two UK Advanced Boiling Water Reactors, the Cooling
Water System, supporting facilities, buildings, plant and structures,
radioactive waste and spent fuel storage buildings and the Grid
Connection;

•

other on-site development: including landscape works and planting,
drainage, surface water management systems, public access works
including temporary and permanent closures and diversions of public
rights of way, new Power Station Access Road and internal site roads,
car parking, construction works and activities including construction
compounds and temporary parking areas, laydown areas, working
areas and temporary works and structures, temporary construction
viewing area, diversion of utilities, perimeter and construction fencing,
and electricity connections;

•

Marine Works comprising:

- Permanent Marine Works: the Cooling Water System, the Marine Offloading Facility, breakwater structures, shore protection works,
surface water drainage outfalls, waste water effluent outfall (and
associated drainage of surface water and waste water effluent to the
sea), fish recovery and return system, fish deterrent system,
navigation aids and Dredging;
- Temporary Marine Works: temporary cofferdams, a temporary
access ramp, temporary navigation aids, temporary outfalls and a
temporary barge berth;
•

Off-site Power Station Facilities: comprising the Alternative
Emergency Control Centre (AECC), Environmental Survey
Laboratory (ESL) and a Mobile Emergency Equipment Garage
(MEEG);

Associated Development
•

the Site Campus within the Wylfa Newydd Development Area;
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•

temporary Park and Ride facility at Dalar Hir for construction workers
(Park and Ride);

•

temporary Logistics Centre at Parc Cybi (Logistics Centre);

•

the A5025 Off-line Highway Improvements;

•

Wetland habitat creation and enhancement works as compensation
for any potential impacts on the Tre’r Gof Site of Special Scientific
Interest (SSSI) at the following sites:

- Tŷ Du;
- Cors Gwawr;
- Cae Canol-dydd
1.2.3

The following terms are used when describing the geographical areas related
to the Wylfa Newydd DCO Project and the Licensable Marine Activities:
•

Power Station Site – the indicative areas of land and sea within which
the majority of the permanent Power Station, Marine Works and other
on-site development would be situated; and

•

Wylfa Newydd Development Area – the indicative areas of land and
sea including the Power Station Site and the surrounding areas that
would be used for the construction and operation of the Power Station,
the Marine Works, the Site Campus and other on-site development
(WNDA Development).

Licensable Marine Activities
1.2.4

The Licensable Marine Activities comprise the Marine Works and the disposal
of material from Dredging at the Disposal Site.

Enabling Works
1.2.5

The Enabling Works comprise the Site Preparation and Clearance Proposals
(SPC Proposals) and the A5025 On-line Highway Improvements.

1.2.6

Horizon has submitted applications for planning permission for the Enabling
Works under the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 to the Isle of Anglesey
County Council (IACC).

1.2.7

In order to maintain flexibility in the consenting process for the Wylfa Newydd
DCO Project, the SPC Proposals have also been included in the DCO
application. The A5025 On-line Highway Improvements are not part of the
DCO application.
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2

Aims

2.1.1

Horizon has three over-arching aims for its Workforce Accommodation
Strategy. These are:
• delivering Horizon’s commercial and productivity requirements safely and
effectively;
• avoiding adverse effects on Anglesey’s residents and accommodation
markets; and
• providing a positive legacy.

2.1.2

Achieving these requires a balanced strategy that ensures an adequate supply
of accommodation that is attractive and affordable for workers and minimises
travel to site. Alongside this, Horizon wishes to provide the opportunity for
local economic benefits from workers using existing accommodation where
there is spare capacity, but which avoids displacing existing residents or
tourists during the peak season.

2.1.3

Horizon recognises there is uncertainty about a range of issues, including the
level of existing capacity and the precise location of supply and demand for
accommodation. Its approach is therefore to plan for the scenario that has
been assessed in the Environmental Statement. This makes use of both
existing accommodation and provides a large amount of purpose built
temporary workers’ accommodation and alongside these, puts in place
measures to monitor and manage the use of existing accommodation and
provide a flexible fund to avoid and mitigate significant impacts that do arise.
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3

Summary and development of the strategy

3.1.1

Horizon has developed its approach to worker accommodation in consultation
with local authorities and local people. This has involved three main stages of
consultation, the most recent of which (Stage Three Pre-Application
Consultation) took place in May and June 2017 (Application Reference 5.1).

3.1.2

Prior to the Stage Three Pre-Application Consultation, the Wylfa Newydd DCO
Project also underwent a programme of optimisation, to ensure that the
development is optimised with respect to cost; schedule; safety; and
environmental impact. This involved Horizon’s appointment of a joint venture
partner (Menter Newydd) and various consultants to take forward its proposals
for project design and deliverability.

3.1.3

Previous consultation stages included options for TWA in several locations,
including at Kingsland & Cae Glas, Rhosgoch, Amlwch and Madyn Farm. This
was to cope with a higher peak workforce of up to 10,700.

3.1.4

As a result of feedback from consultation, the ‘optimisation process’ and
amendments to the design of the project, the approach to worker workforce
accommodation has changed substantially. The main changes are:
• A reduction in the peak workforce from a maximum of 10,700 to a central
case of 8,500 and an assessment case of 9,000
• A reduction in the amount of TWA from up to 5,700 bed spaces to up to
4,000 bed spaces
• TWA to be at a single site (the Site Campus)
• Greater clarity and agreement with the local authorities on mitigation

3.1.5

Horizon have concluded that on balance, the environmental and social effects
of the construction workforce on the existing community is best managed
through locating a significant proportion of them in a single, temporary
purpose-built campus as close as possible to the Power Station Site. The
approach and justification in relation to site selection is set out in detail in the
Site Selection Report (Section 6.5, Application Reference Number 8.24.4).

3.1.6

Consultation and feedback from the Welsh Government and the local
authorities has highlighted a number of concerns that the Strategy also seeks
to address. These include the management of workers’ accommodation
choices, controls and enforcement of the use of caravans, and the desire to
see long-term legacy benefits for the community, including new permanent
housing and empty homes being brought back into use.

3.1.7

Whilst Horizon supports this ambition, it also recognises that workers will
generate temporary demand for housing. This will best be met through
(mainly) temporary measures, including TWA. Permanent new-build housing
will not be an appropriate solution for many of these temporary impacts,
although it will have a role in increasing the amount of capacity. Increased
demand for permanent housing is properly dealt with through the Local Plan
and Horizon supports the local authorities’ approach to plan for increased
demand as a result of Wylfa through their JLDP.
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3.1.8

Horizon will work with the local authorities to plan, monitor and manage the
provision of accommodation – providing a substantial amount of purpose-built
temporary accommodation, combined with measures to monitor the take-up of
accommodation by workers and funding to both boost the supply and deal with
any other impacts as necessary.

3.1.9

The proposals now comprise:
• Provision of up to 4,000 bed spaces in purpose-built TWA on-site (the Site
Campus);
• A central case that relies on use of 3,000 bed spaces in existing
accommodation across Anglesey and parts of the mainland
• 2,000 workers will be recruited from existing local residents who will not
therefore need temporary accommodation
• A comprehensive WAMS to match workers with suitable accommodation
that reduces impacts on existing communities and monitors those impacts
• A Housing Fund that will provide financial support for:
- the provision of new accommodation as a project legacy
- housing management, enforcement and licensing by local authorities

3.1.10 Whilst the central estimate for the size of the workforce is 8,500, the Strategy
(consistent with the EIA) is based on 9,000 construction workers at peak. This
allows for a higher number of workers overall or amongst those seeking
temporary accommodation. This represents a worse case for the purposes of
environmental impact assessment and also allows for some contingency in the
forecasts for accommodation type against the central estimate.
3.1.11 The WAMS will:
• Maintain a database of suitable properties (i.e. affordable and meeting the
necessary standards) offered by landlords and providers, including
Horizon’s own Site Campus
• Provide a means for workers to search for housing that meets their needs
and be put in contact with the property owners or their agents.
• Capture and record data about the choices of workers, and provide
reports on this data for monitoring and management purposes.
3.1.12 The Housing Fund can:
• Incentivise provision of new housing, including affordable housing, both
to meet increased demand and provide a legacy.
• Augment IACC’s existing empty homes programme and bring vacant
properties back into use, both to meet increased demand and provide a
legacy.
• Encourage provision of more latent accommodation (e.g. spare rooms).
• Fund measures to improve the functioning of the housing market (e.g.
help people downsize, support rent deposits for people at risk of
homelessness etc).
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• Fund IACC officer time to deal with any increase in workload, e.g. relating
homelessness.
• Support IACC’s enforcement of planning and licensing, especially for
caravan sites.
3.1.13 The remainder of this document will set out the policy position and the
evidence for and reasoning behind the proposed approach. It concludes with
the practical actions that Horizon will take to establish a system of
management and monitoring to ensure its effective implementation.
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4

Policy Context

4.1

Introduction

4.1.1

As a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP), the Wylfa Newydd
DCO Project – including the Site Campus - must be authorised by a DCO
granted by the Secretary of State under the Planning Act 2008.

4.1.2

As the Wylfa Newydd Project is anticipated for deployment after 2025, the
Government considers that it should be considered under Section 105 of the
Planning Act 2008. Decisions under Section 105 need to be taken having
regard to any Local Impact Report and matters that the SoS thinks are both
important and relevant. These would include the policies contained in NPS
EN-1 and NPS EN-6, which is confirmed in the recent Ministerial Statement on
Energy Infrastructure (December 2017). This further clarifies continued
Government support for nuclear power, and specifically at Wylfa. NPS EN-1
and NPS EN-6 therefore remain the primary basis for decision making.

4.1.3

Other matters which the decision maker may consider both “important and
relevant” to its decision making include local planning policy. The local
planning authority will be invited to submit a Local Impact Report (LIR), which
may include reference to relevant development plan policy and supplementary
planning guidance.

4.1.4

Gwynedd Council and IACC (“the Councils”) have prepared a JLDP for the
Anglesey and Gwynedd Local Planning Authority (LPA) area. This was
adopted in July 2017.

4.1.5

The JLDP, as up to date local planning policy, may be a "relevant and
important" matter to be taken into account in decision-making (NPS EN-1 para
4.5.1) and in informing the LIR.

4.1.6

Whilst the Wylfa Newydd SPG remains adopted guidance it is now out of date,
as it pre-dates the adopted JLDP. Much of the context and the objective setting
in the SPG may, however, be relevant in informing the position adopted by the
IACC in its LIR. In January 2018, IACC published a Consultation Draft of a
revised Wylfa Newydd SPG to which Horizon has made representations.

4.2

JLDP Overall Approach

4.2.6

Strategic Objective SO9 highlights the importance of the Wylfa Newydd Project
to maximise socio-economic opportunities for local businesses and the labour
market. This objective supports the facilitation of a suitable network of Wylfa
Newydd Project associated development sites which avoid adverse impacts
and where possible deliver legacy benefits. This is in line with paragraph 5.12.3
of the EN-1 the Overarching NPS for Energy which sets out the range of socioeconomic impacts which should be considered.

4.2.7

The need to provide for construction workers for major infrastructure projects
is set out as a key issue within the JLDP (KI 4) and the JLDP sets out the need
for a construction workforce accommodation strategy.

4.2.8

Policy PS 9 ‘Wylfa Newydd and Related Development’ states that
accommodation requirements of the construction workers must be met in a
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way that minimises impacts on the local housing market and does not have an
unacceptable adverse economic, social, linguistic or environmental impact.
4.2.9

Several options and approaches to meeting the accommodation needs of
workers have been considered within the JLDP.

4.2.10 These include the following types of accommodation solutions:
• Utilising existing housing stock (to buy or rent) where possible – this is the
preferred option which should be explored first.
• Use of holiday accommodation including static and touring caravans
provided this does not adversely affect tourism which is a key economic
sector in this area.
• Purpose built worker accommodation.

Use of Existing Accommodation
4.2.11 The policy position states a clear preference that existing stock should be
considered prior to any application for temporary accommodation. Paragraph
6.3.21 of the JLDP states that it must be demonstrated that the re-use of
existing buildings, the provision of permanent buildings that are capable of
being adapted for use by construction workers and proportionate use of the
private rented sector have been considered.
4.2.12 This should also include the consideration of schemes which may have already
been granted planning consent which could be capable of accommodating
workers.
4.2.13 The use of caravans and other non-permanent accommodation for residential
use is generally not supported within the JLDP. However, the use of caravans,
mobile homes and other non-permanent forms of accommodation for TWA is
covered by Policy TAI 14.
4.2.14 This policy states that proposals for new sites, use of existing accommodation
or expansion of existing sites for caravans or other forms of non-permanent
accommodation, as well as the use of this type of accommodation outside of
the holiday season, must satisfy the following criteria:
• demonstrate the need to accommodate temporary construction workers
for a specific approved building project;
• be located so as to minimise the need to travel and promote sustainable
transport; and
• not have significant detrimental impacts on the tourism industry.
4.2.15 Any proposals for sites which promote this form of accommodation must be in
line with Policy TWR 3 ‘Static Caravan and Chalet Sites and Permanent
Alternative Camping’. This policy sets out a number of detailed criteria for
proposals for new sites or expansion of existing holiday accommodation sites.

Provision of TWA
4.2.16 Paragraph 6.3.18 states that purpose-built TWA could either be permanent or
modular accommodation provided by Horizon or through a third party. This
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type of provision must be supported by an appropriate level of community
facilities and it must be demonstrated that the transport impacts are
acceptable. This supporting infrastructure could include shops; healthcare;
sports and leisure facilities; and park and ride or park and share. Policy
supports the use of these facilities to be open to the wider local community
where feasible, and if possible to serve as a legacy benefit in the long term.
4.2.17 Any permanent housing delivered to accommodate workers which would then
have a legacy housing use, should be informed by the published Local Housing
Market Assessment at the design stage. This will ensure that any legacy uses
will be appropriate to meet wider housing needs following its use for TWA.
4.2.18 Policy PS 10 ‘Campus Style Temporary Accommodation for Construction
Workers’ sets out specific criteria against which any application for campus
style accommodation would be assessed by the local authorities. These
include the following elements:
• The need for TWA must be demonstrated – illustrating why need cannot
first be met through existing housing stock, re-use of existing buildings or
provision of new permanent buildings which could be adapted for
permanent use after their use for construction workers.
• Proposed sites should be located on the Wylfa Newydd Project site or a
site located adjacent or well related to the development boundary of
Holyhead, Amlwch, Llangefni, Gaerwen or Valley-Y Fali and close to the
main highway network where adequate access can be provided without
significantly harming landscape characteristics and features.
• Mitigation for any adverse impacts on the Welsh language and culture
should be considered.
• Mitigation for any adverse impacts on existing leisure, recreational, retail
and healthcare facilities should be considered. This may include provision
of facilities on-site where there is insufficient capacity within an acceptable
walking or cycling distance.
• Project promoters should monitor the number of construction workers
accommodated and the duration of their stay. This data should be
anonymised and provided to the Council upon request.

Accommodating Growth
4.2.19 The JLDP sets out ambitious growth targets for housing across the two Council
areas. Policy for Anglesey sets a target of 254 dwellings per annum (dpa) for
the period from 2011 to 2026 (inclusive) which has been increased to 301dpa
for the period 2015 to 2026 to take account of previous under delivery.
4.2.20 This is significantly more housing than is needed for purely demographic
reasons. The most recent Welsh Government forecasts for household growth
show that between 2014 and 2023, household growth in Anglesey is forecast
to be only 514 dwellings, i.e. 51dpa [RD1].
4.2.21 The JLDP targets reflect the forecast population growth that will occur as a
result of the Energy Island Project (EIP), of which Wylfa is the biggest single
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element. Policy is therefore properly planning for an increase in demand for
housing arising as a result of the Wylfa Newydd Project.

Summary
4.2.22 Local policy therefore suggests three broad strands:
• utilising existing housing stock (to buy or rent);
• use of holiday accommodation provided this does not adversely affect
tourism which is a key economic sector in this area; and
• purpose built worker accommodation.
4.2.23 Horizon´s Workforce Accommodation Strategy has a balanced approach that
aims to meet these key elements of policy. Workers will use existing stock,
including tourist accommodation and Horizon will ensure that this does not
adversely affect local markets by providing purpose built accommodation that
will reduce the demands on existing supply and will ensure that use of
accommodation is properly managed through the WAMS.
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5

Workforce Profile and Demand

5.1.1

In order to understand the balance between the different types of
accommodation, it is necessary to understand the likely overall demand for
accommodation and the different requirements of different types of workers.

5.1.2

The key determinant of demand for accommodation is the number of workers
at the peak of construction and how many of them are recruited from outside
the local area. This peak will be the point at which demand is highest and
therefore when any impacts would be greatest. The Strategy therefore needs
to be able to accommodate the numbers at peak as that represents the worstcase scenario, but also to be able to accommodate likely differences from the
estimated profile.

5.1.3

The workforce for the construction phase of the Wylfa Newydd Project is
anticipated to peak at 8,500 but, as set out above, for assessment purposes
has been assumed to reach 9,000. The following chart shows that the
workforce is expected to exceed 8,000 for a year and will be above 7,000 for
just under two years.
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Figure 5.1 Construction Workforce Profile
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5.1.4

In order to estimate the number of workers requiring accommodation, it is
necessary firstly to identify the expected contribution of the Home-Based1 (HB)
labour force on the project.

5.1.5

Horizon has undertaken a detailed assessment of the number and types of
workers it needs under the six broad categories shown in Figure 5.1 – site
services, security and clerical staff; supervisory and managerial; civil
engineering operatives; mechanical and electrical (M&E) engineering
operatives; operational staff; and, off-site site services, security and clerical
staff. It has assessed the availability of people who work in these occupations
and who live within the Daily Construction Commuting Zone (DCCZ) to
estimate how many people from that area will work on the project at any given
time. The DCCZ covers an area up to 90 minutes travel time from the site and
is shown in Figure 5.2.

1

Home-based workers are those who will live in their existing, usual residence and commute daily to
the site.
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Figure 5.2 Daily Construction Commuting Zone
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5.1.6

The estimate of the share of HB workers in each of the six broad categories is
based on data presented in Section 2.4 (“Construction phase local labour
participation”) of Appendix C1.2: Technical Appendix - Socioeconomics of the
Environmental Statement (Application Reference Number: 6.3.9). This
identifies that there are just under 62,000 people across the DCCZ in “nuclear
relevant” occupations. The Environmental Statement uses a home-based
workforce of 2,000 as its assessment benchmark which represents around 3%
of the workforce with nuclear relevant skills.

5.1.7

The nature of the roles that are likely to be filled by HB workers affects the
proportion of workers on the Project that are HB at any given time. The
proportion starts at its highest point following the start of main DCO works as
the ancillary roles (which are 90%+ HB) are filled quickly. As the number of
workers increases to the peak of 9,000, the number of HB workers also rises,
but the proportion falls to 2,000 of 9,000 (22%).

5.1.8

At the peak of the overall workforce during the construction phase in 2023, the
project will therefore need up to 7,000 bed spaces for Non-Home Based2
(NHB) workers.

2

Non-home based workers are those whose existing usual residence is too far from the site to commute
each day and who will therefore need temporary accommodation close to the site
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6

Using Existing Capacity

6.1

Introduction

6.1.1

As set out above, policies in the JLDP support the use of existing
accommodation for workers before the provision of TWA. This section sets
out Horizon’s estimate of the level of spare capacity in a range of existing
accommodation types.3

6.1.2

NHB workers not in the TWA will be housed in a combination of owneroccupied and PRS housing; tourist accommodation, both serviced and unserviced and in caravans; and in so-called “latent” accommodation (which is
discussed in more detail below).

6.1.3

They will base their choices on a range of criteria including the cost, the
proximity to the site, access to the services and facilities each individual worker
will need, and their expected length of stay on the project.

6.1.4

Workers who will be there for most of the construction period may decide to
buy (including some who will re-locate their families), while others will take
longer-term tenancies in the private sector. Some will bring their own
caravans, others will take very short-term lets in the tourist sector.

6.1.5

In addition, it is likely that new accommodation will be offered to workers that
is not currently available to tourists or residents. This is called “Latent
Accommodation” and represents things like spare rooms or ‘granny flats’ that
are not currently rented out, but which could be, and which could generate
income for local households.

6.1.6

Horizon has mapped the range of provision in each sector and modelled an
estimate of the likely locations of workers through a “Gravity Model”. Further
detail on the Gravity Model is set out in Appendix C1.2 to the Environmental
Statement (Application Reference Number: 6.3.9).4

6.1.7

This section sets out the total supply of accommodation in each sector and
then reviews whether it is affordable to workers, whether it is available and
whether its use could displace other potential occupiers, including existing
residents and tourists.

6.2

Key Socio-Economic Study Area

6.2.1

Whilst the home-based workforce will be drawn from a catchment area of
around 90 minutes from the site, workers seeking temporary accommodation
are expected to cluster in a smaller area. Because they are re-locating
temporarily to the area, they are expected to seek accommodation with

3

Horizon’s assessment of accommodation is set out in full in Appendix C1.02 to the Environmental
Statement (Application Reference Number: 6.3.9)

4

A Gravity Model is a standard transport model that estimates journeys based on the principle that as
travel times increase, travellers are increasingly less likely to make trips of such lengths. Places that
are nearer with lots of people and accommodation will see more workers travelling to the site, places
that are further away and with fewer people/accommodation will see fewer.
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relatively short commuting times. This is consistent with a number of studies
showing NHB workers having a shorter average commute (19 miles versus a
UK average of 24 miles) [RD2]. As this is an average, some will inevitably
travel more, but most journey times for NHB workers will be significantly less
than 60 minutes.
6.2.2

This Strategy therefore assumes that NHB workers will seek accommodation
within the standard travel to work areas (TTWAs) of Holyhead and Bangor,
Caernarfon, and Llangefni. These areas are defined by the Office for National
Statistics and an approximation based on 2001 Census administrative wards
is shown in Figure 6.1. Collectively the project refers to this as the Key Socioeconomic Study Area (KSA).
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Figure 6.1 Key Socio-economic Study Area (KSA)
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Through consultation, workshops and meetings, Horizon has worked with the
Welsh Government and local councils to identify the total supply of
accommodation in this area, and how much of it could be used by workers.
This work has focused on the extent to which accommodation is not being
used and whether it is affordable to workers.
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Total Capacity by Sector
Private Rented Sector

6.3.1

At the time of the 2011 Census there were just over 57,000 households across
the KSA, of which nearly 38,000 were owner-occupied (either outright or with
a mortgage) and nearly 10,000 were social rented properties. The PRS
amounted to around 7,500 properties with an average of 2.9 bedrooms per
property. The following table shows the split between different parts of the
KSA.
Table 6.1 Supply of PRS Accommodation (2011)
Area

PRS – Households

PRS - Bed spaces

Anglesey North

655

1,910

Anglesey West

1,450

4,110

Anglesey South

1,590

4,660

Menai Mainland

3,760

11,015

KSA TOTAL

7,455

21,700

6.3.2

This number is likely to have risen since 2011. StatsWales reports that since
2010-11 there have been 433 new dwellings started in Anglesey and 1,201 in
Gwynedd [RD3]. There is no data on the tenure of these dwellings, or their
location within each district, but assuming their tenure matches existing
provision around two-thirds would be owner-occupied (290 in Anglesey and
575 in Gwynedd) and 15% would be in the PRS (65 in Anglesey and 180 in
Gwynedd). That would equate to just under 200 additional bed spaces in the
PRS in Anglesey.

6.3.3

Supply is likely to grow further in the future. The JLDP is increasing housing
delivery targets in Anglesey alone to 301dpa in the next fifteen years to
accommodate growth from the Energy Island Project. This compares to a
demographic “need” for just over 50. Again, assuming 15% of these are in the
PRS, this would mean an additional 45 units and 135 bed spaces being
delivered each year. With a peak no earlier than 2023, there could be an
additional six years of delivery, i.e. over 800 additional bed spaces being
delivered in the PRS.

6.3.4

Horizon’s assessment is based on the more conservative position from 2011
Census of 21,700 PRS bed spaces, but the potential growth of up to 1,000
additional PRS bed spaces, delivered before the peak and at a rate higher than
demographic forecasts show is needed will help to create additional capacity
and reduce the pressure on the market.

Owner Occupied
6.3.5

In general, we expect that those workers who may buy houses will do so
individually, rather than sharing with other workers (although they may share
with their families). For this reason, the assessment of this sector focuses on
dwellings rather than bed spaces. At the time of the 2011 Census there were
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just over 21,000 owner-occupied dwellings on Anglesey and just under 17,500
in the Menai Mainland sub-region of the KSA.
6.3.6

It is also different from the other sectors in that the level of turnover or “churn”
in the market is significantly lower than in the other sectors and transactions
are (normally) between two occupiers rather than between a landlord and an
occupier. As such, the demand from workers will necessarily be met by willing
sellers. If there are insufficient sellers then demand is likely to move into the
PRS rather than have impacts within the owner-occupied sector.

6.3.7

As set out in the policy section above, IACC is planning a significant increase
in the number of houses built in the area, to allow for the increased
employment growth that the Energy Island Project (including the Wylfa
Newydd Project) will bring. Horizon supports this approach and believes it will
ensure there is a sufficient supply of housing available for workers who want
to buy a house.

6.3.8

The proposed increase in housing delivery in the JLDP (set out in paragraph
6.13 above) means the supply of owner occupied housing could increase by a
further 200dpa (out of a total delivery target of 301dpa). This means that in
the six years between 2017 and the earliest likely peak workforce a further
1,200 units could be delivered.

6.3.9

Demand from Horizon workers is likely to start early in the construction phase
and reach its peak of 600 in year five, an average take-up rate of 120dpa.
Given the housing targets in the JLDP, this should be capable of being
absorbed.

Tourist Accommodation
6.3.10 Horizon has also mapped the supply of tourist accommodation, broken down
into four categories across the KSA. This was initially done using data from
the Welsh Government published in March 2013 [RD4]. The source data are
for the whole of the local authority districts so they have been pro-rated down
for the Menai Mainland area based on the location of jobs in the sector. This
is shown in Table 6.2:
Table 6.2 Supply of tourist accommodation in the KSA (2013)
Type

Number of Bed spaces

Hotels, guest houses and B&Bs

6,950

Self-catering

6,410

Caravans

45,430

Other

2,650

KSA

61,435

6.3.11 Alongside this, the Councils have produced their own data as part of the
evidence base for the JLDP [RD5]. For Anglesey these show significantly
more capacity (39,500 bed spaces compared to 30,000 based on the Welsh
Government data), whilst the data from Gwynedd show less. The net result is
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that across the KSA, the JLDP evidence base shows around 53,000 bed
spaces.
6.3.12 The JLDP shows a higher level of self-catering stock on Anglesey and this
could be very important as it is possible that some self-catering properties
might be made available to workers for longer rental periods and so act more
like PRS stock (see Second Homes & Empty Properties below). There is also
policy support in the JLDP for the provision of additional caravan capacity
(and/or greater flexibility in licensing conditions) which could further boost
supply. However, this has not been included in the baseline assessment of
capacity for this Strategy.

Latent Accommodation
6.3.13 In addition to established tourism and PRS capacity, there will also be new
space that is brought forward as a result of the economic opportunity that the
workers represent. In particular, it is likely that people will rent out spare rooms
and take advantage of the Government’s “Rent a Room” scheme that includes
a tax-free allowance of £7,500.
6.3.14 Horizon undertook two surveys in July and September 2015 to gauge the likely
level of market response. This exercise identified a possible 400 bed spaces.
6.3.15 IACC has also commissioned research into the sector and concluded that
availability may be higher still, around 740.It is also likely that these figures will
grow as the project progresses and more people are aware of the opportunity.
However, this has not been included in the baseline assessment of capacity
for this Strategy.

Second Homes & Empty Properties
6.3.16 Second homes are a relevant factor because they can easily switch from being
a source of private recreation for absent owners to being accessible to
workers. Second homes are permanent dwellings (i.e. not caravans or
chalets) that are owned or rented, that are not long-term vacant, and are not
the main residence of a household. Second homes can be held for variety of
reasons other than private recreation, including:
• holiday homes owned as a commercial venture;
• accommodation for job or educational reasons for a member of the
household;
• accommodation for personal reasons within the household, like marital
problems;
• an initial step in the household’s move to or from the area; and
• inheritance from another family member, and the inheritor does not want
to sell for sentimental reasons.
6.3.17 Table 6.3 shows the location of the properties that were vacant at the time of
the 2011 Census. As set out above, these will include some properties that
are part of the self-catering offer in the tourism sector.
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Table 6.3 Distribution of Vacant Household Spaces (2011)
Area

Households with no usual residents

Anglesey North

795

Anglesey West

1,425

Anglesey South

1,370

Menai Mainland

2,175

KSA TOTAL

5,765

6.3.18 These are distinct from how the Council defines “Empty Homes”. IACC has
made information available on the number of long-term Empty Homes that are
on the Island. The Council advised that as of February 2016, there were 784
empty market sector homes that were considered as being vacant beyond a
typical transactional period (i.e. the length of time vacant because of a change
of resident). The Council has advised that it thinks around 400 of these could
be brought back into use, with around one-third of these (132) being in north
Anglesey.
6.3.19 Empty Homes do not form part of the baseline assessment of existing capacity.
However, if they could be returned to use, they could form part of the supply
available to workers.

6.4

Affordability

6.4.1

Most NHB workers are likely to be eligible for an accommodation allowance
under either the National Agreement for the Engineering Construction Industry
(NAECI) or the Construction Industry Joint Council (CIJC). The signatory
parties to the NAECI agreement together form the National Joint Council for
the Engineering Construction Industry (NJC), which oversees the operation of
the NAECI and undertakes periodic reviews of rates and other terms and
conditions. Signatories include employer associations and GMB/ Unite unions.
In 2017 the daily allowance under NAECI is £38.41 per night and £268.87 per
week, rising to £39.37 and £275.59 respectively in 2018.The CIJC rates are
similar, but slightly lower.

6.4.2

This effectively places a cap on what workers can afford in the PRS, tourism
and latent sectors. Workers who are likely to buy property locally will not be
relying on allowances and so are not constrained in that way. Additionally, a
small proportion of workers may be professionals who are outside the NAECI
and CIJC agreements, who will also not be constrained in this way.

6.4.3

The Local Housing Allowance Rates for Anglesey are £71 per week for one
bedroom, £91 for two and £110 for three. IACC’s Local Housing Market
Assessment [RD6] states that median rents for two-bedroom dwellings are
between £475 and £550 per month across Anglesey and between £525 and
£600 for three bedrooms. This equates to £110 - £127 per week for two beds
and £121 - £138 per week for three beds.
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6.4.4

Under the NAECI allowance, workers will be able to afford these rents so will
not be “priced out” of the PRS.

6.4.5

Tourism accommodation is generally more expensive and will therefore be
harder for workers to afford under the NAECI agreement. Evidence suggests
prices range from £20 per person per night, but with a substantial amount of
accommodation being £40+ per person per night.5 Some of the more
expensive accommodation will be affordable to some workers who are not on
the NAECI agreement, however, the majority of workers will not be able to
afford the majority of serviced accommodation, especially in the peak summer
season. Horizon estimates that only 40% of serviced accommodation is
affordable to workers. This therefore reduces the supply from the 6,950 bed
spaces in Table 6.2 to 2,780.

6.4.6

Latent accommodation is likely to be specifically targeted at workers and it is
therefore assumed that landlords will price it accordingly, i.e. lower than the
NAECI agreement. The tax-free allowance of £7,500 equates to £144 per
week, and it may be that that affects the price landlords charge.

6.5

Availability

6.5.1

As set out above, the availability of accommodation is also a factor in how
much workers can use without having significant adverse effects on other uses
and the area more generally.

6.5.2

The supply of latent accommodation and of owner-occupied accommodation
is not likely to be constrained given the levels of supply identified and proposed
by the Councils. However, there is existing occupation in the PRS and in the
tourist sector that needs to be considered.

PRS Availability
6.5.3

Availability in the PRS is difficult to measure as relatively few official statistics
seek to measure it.

6.5.4

The 2014-15 English Housing Survey [RD8] does have data on vacancy by
tenure as follows:
• Owner Occupied = 3.3%
• Private Rented = 11.1%
• Social Rented = 3.7%

6.5.5

These vacancy levels exist even when there is a significant housing need and
when local authorities have housing waiting lists. The existence of need in one
part of the market does not demonstrate that there is a shortage of housing
overall or that there is no additional capacity that could be used in some
sectors.

6.5.6

Obviously, this is English data rather than Welsh, but it is the best available.
Comparing it to other English data sources for vacancy rates that are not
tenure specific suggests that rural areas have higher average vacancy rates

5

See e.g. RD7, p. 20
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across all tenures than the national average.
estimates are an under-estimate.

This may mean that the

6.5.7

Some vacancy is so-called “frictional” vacancy, which represents the level of
vacancy that is consistent with the normal functioning of the market. There are
times when PRS properties are between tenants and so are vacant for a
relatively short time.

6.5.8

To estimate this, we have looked at the rate of turnover in the PRS. It ranges
from 35% per year in Anglesey to 42% per year in Gwynedd, with a Welsh
average of 40%. If 35% of properties change tenants every year, that means
on average just under 3% change each month (35 divided by 12).

6.5.9

Using the highest level of local churn – Gwynedd’s 42% - this equates to an
average of 3.5% of properties per month. This would be the absolute minimum
vacancy level required for the market to function effectively.

6.5.10 The English Housing Survey data is a snapshot, that is, it measures how many
PRS properties are vacant in the month of the survey. The difference between
the total vacancy rate in the sector (11.1%) and the amount required for the
functioning of the market (3.5%) gives a “headroom” of properties that would
not be occupied in that month of 7.6% (11.1% minus 3.5%)
6.5.11 Applying this to the 21,700 PRS bed spaces in the KSA equates to a headroom
of 1,650 bed spaces.
6.5.12 Anglesey’s lower level of churn means it needs less capacity for the normal
functioning of the market so there may be a higher level of headroom on the
Island.

Tourist Availability
6.5.13 In addition to affordability constraints, there are limits to the availability of
accommodation, especially for tourist accommodation during the peak
summer period.
6.5.14 There is existing demand for tourist accommodation and if workers use too
much, they risk displacing tourists and damaging the tourism industry which is
an important local sector.
6.5.15 Occupancy data from the Welsh Government suggests that the summer peak
occupancy is 83% for serviced accommodation, 59% for self-catering and 71%
for caravans (touring and static) [RD9].
6.5.16 In addition, there are further restrictions on the occupation of caravans that are
enforced through planning and licensing restrictions on sites that limit their use
by non-tourists and at certain times of year. It is estimated that this reduces
availability by 75%.
6.5.17 The following table summarises the adjustment from total capacity to that
which is affordable (i.e. the 40% discount for serviced accommodation) and
available to workers (i.e. during the summer peak and taking account of
restrictions on caravans):
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Table 6.4 Available and affordable tourist bed spaces in the KSA
Area

Number of Bed
Spaces

Available and
Affordable Bed Spaces

Hotels, guest houses and
B&Bs

6,950

470

Self-catering

6,410

2,630

Caravans

45,430

3,275

Other

2,650

0

KSA Total

61,435

6,375

* Table may not sum due to rounding

6.6

Assessments by IACC and Welsh Government

6.6.1

IACC commissioned Amec Foster Wheeler to review demand for all types of
worker accommodation and make recommendations on mitigation. The key
assumptions were as follows:
• The JLDP is planning for a significant increase in housing – faster than
demographic growth requires – if this comes forward it will meet some of
the demand from Wylfa workers.
• Without that growth, there is limited current spare capacity in either the
owner occupied or PRS markets.
• Tourism capacity was assessed using a survey done in 2015. This asked
providers whether they would want to rent rooms to Wylfa workers and if
so, how many. Over 64% of providers said they would want to
accommodate workers and this identified 532 bed spaces (excluding
caravans). This work is currently being updated.
• Caravan capacity was assessed at 200 bed spaces because of licensing
and environmental concerns about year-round occupation.
• There are 784 empty homes on the Island and 70% of such properties in
North Anglesey and Holyhead could be returned to use, with 90%
becoming PRS units and 10% being sold to owner occupiers. This would
result in:
- 119 additional PRS properties (approx. 350 bed spaces) in North
Anglesey;
- 56 additional PRS properties (approx. 160 bed spaces) in Holyhead;
and
- 13 additional owner-occupied properties in North Anglesey and 6 in
Holyhead.
• 40% of all other empty properties could be brought back into use with 50%
in the PRS (101 dwellings and 290 bed spaces) and 50% (101 dwellings)
for owner-occupation.
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• A survey of householders identified potential latent accommodation
capacity of 743 bed spaces. The work also identified that there are over
18,700 spare bedrooms across the island that could be latent capacity
should current occupiers wish to rent out rooms.
6.6.2

It should be noted that these figures are for Anglesey only, they do not include
the Menai Mainland part of the KSA.

6.6.3

As noted in bullet point 3, IACC is currently updating its assessment. It is
therefore likely to form part of any SOCG.

6.6.4

The Welsh Government also commissioned external advice from Arc4. This
was limited to the demand and supply of PRS accommodation so does not
provide a total capacity number that is comparable to Horizon’s overall
assessment. Arc4’s findings set out a range of possible outcomes for the PRS
with four scenarios, two of which identify more capacity than Horizon and two
less. As with IACC, further work is likely to be required and will form part of a
SOCG.

6.7

Conclusion

6.7.1

Whilst there is a significant amount of tourist and PRS accommodation across
the KSA, significant parts of both sectors are already occupied and in the case
of tourist accommodation, unaffordable for construction workers. Despite that,
Horizon still estimates that in the summer peak there would be over 8,000 bed
spaces available for workers across the whole of the KSA based on current
supply.

6.7.2

IACC estimates that there will be 3,150 on Anglesey alone. This includes 730
existing tourist bed spaces and 2,420 from growth in the housing stock and
bringing empty homes back into use.

6.7.3

The following table summarises the estimates of gross capacity and then what
is affordable and available to workers.
Table 6.5 Summary of available and affordable supply of bed spaces
Accommodation
Type

Total Supply

Horizon
Estimate of
Available and
affordable bed
spaces

IACC
Estimate of
Available and
affordable
bed spaces*

Tourist

56,570

6,375

[532]

Of which caravans

41,125

3,270

[200]

Existing PRS

21,700

1,650

New PRS*

[880]

Empty Homes*

[800]

Latent*
TOTAL

18,720

740

[740]

8,765

[3,150]*

* IACC is reviewing its estimate of capacity. It is anticipated that this will form part of
any SOCG
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6.7.4

Horizon agrees with IACC that capacity will grow over time, however, it does
not think that current capacity in the PRS is zero. There is likely to be some
vacancy in the sector. Therefore, whilst IACC estimates that capacity is around
3,150 on Anglesey alone, Horizon believes that it is higher than that and that
total capacity across the KSA is likely to be significantly higher than 3,150.

6.7.5

As set out above, the JLDP plans housing growth significantly faster than
demographic need would require in order to accommodate growth in demand
from Energy Island Project. Horizon estimates this could add 1,000 bed
spaces to the supply of PRS prior to the peak demand during the construction
phase. Horizon agrees with IACC that empty homes could add a further 800
bed spaces to the sector and owners of second properties (of which there are
many on Anglesey and Gwynedd) could decide to make them available to
workers at least for some parts of the year.

6.7.6

As set in section 9.3, Horizon proposes a Housing Fund that can help to
achieve these kinds of increase in supply. This forms part of a “monitor and
manage” approach.
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7

The Need for TWA

7.1.1

The JLDP is clear that TWA should be provided where it can be demonstrated
that it is needed by the project and/or because existing accommodation is not
sufficient.

7.1.2

Horizon has worked with the Welsh Government and the Councils to inform
the understanding of the capacity of the existing housing market (see previous
Section). It has also liaised with the construction industry and reviewed the
experience of Hinkley Point C to inform its decision about the quantum of TWA
to provide and to understand the choices that workers who are not in the TWA
will make.

7.1.3

The Wylfa Newydd Project needs to be able to attract and retain a highly skilled
workforce. A key component of that is ensuring that there is enough
accommodation that is attractive to workers and that is affordable, has a good
range of facilities and provides good access to their place of work.

7.1.4

Horizon’s proposals for purpose-built accommodation for up to 4,000 workers
on the main Wylfa Newydd Project site is a key part of that offer. It will also
help to avoid a range of impacts on existing communities, including using too
much accommodation, and transport impacts, as well as helping to manage
worker behaviour and avoiding impacts on the Welsh language and culture
(see the Welsh Language Impact Assessment (Application Reference 8.21)
for further details).

7.1.5

A key consideration has been the health and well-being of the construction
workforce – the vast majority of the construction roles would involve long shifts
of physical labour. On-site accommodation will reduce workers’ commuting
time, and enable longer rest periods for workers.

7.1.6

The priority and importance placed by Horizon on seeking to develop
construction worker accommodation that is proximate to the Wylfa Newydd
Site also aligns with existing and emerging planning policies that seek to
reduce the need to travel.

7.1.7

Alternatives to the Site Campus would not meet these objectives. For example,
any permanent housing would need to be located in and around existing
settlements away from the site. This would not offer the type of facilities a
significant proportion of the workforce is likely to seek, and nor would it reduce
the need for them to travel to and from the site every day.

7.1.8

Horizon is therefore proposing up to 4,000 bed spaces in TWA in the Site
Campus in the Wylfa Newydd Development Area. Site facilities can be
accommodated on existing Horizon-owned land to the North East of the
Existing Power Station without impacting on close neighbours.

7.1.9

This will be a significant project benefit because:
• It will reduce the number of workers travelling on local roads;
• It reduces travel times for workers and so will increase wellbeing, on-site
productivity and reduce health and safety risks;
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• It allows key workers to have immediate and easy access to the site so
they can respond to emergencies and out-of-hours site needs; and
• It reduces bus movements and travel costs.
7.1.10 In line with policy, Horizon will ensure that the Site Campus has the facilities
required to meet the day to day needs of workers.
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8

Overall Accommodation Mix

8.1.1

At the peak of the construction phase, the split of 9,000 workers is as follows:
• 2,000 home-based workers;
• 4,000 workers in TWA; and
• 3,000 workers in other accommodation.

8.1.2

The following table shows the estimated split of workers between different
types of accommodation.
Table 8.1 Summary of Accommodation Demand and Supply
Accommodation
Type

Tourist

Estimated
Demand
(across
the KSA)

Total
Current
Supply
(KSA)

Horizon
Estimate of
Available
and
affordable
bed spaces
(KSA)

IACC
Estimate
of bed
spaces*
(Anglesey
only)

1,100

61,435

6,375

[532]

Of which
caravans

650

45,430

3,270

[200]

New/Existing
PRS

900

21,700

1,650

[880]

Owner
Occupied

600

38,500

Latent

400

18,720

[800]
740

[740]

Site Campus

4,000

4,000

4,000

TOTAL

7,000

12,765

[7,150]*

* IACC is reviewing its estimate of capacity. It is anticipated that this will form part of any
SOCG.

8.1.3

This shows that there is some headroom in all sectors, across the KSA, and in
particular in the tourism sector. However, Horizon recognises that there is
some uncertainty around both these supply figures and the figures for workers’
demand. There are also spatial issues, with demand highest and supply
lowest in the north of the island, closest to the site. This is summarised in
Table 8.2:
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Table 8.2 Sub-Regional Summary of Accommodation Demand and
Supply
Available bed spaces

Demand from nonhome-based workforce

Anglesey North

1,105

1,024

Anglesey South

2,485

633

Anglesey West

2,135

892

Menai Mainland

3,990

451

Workforce totals

9,715

3,000

Area

8.1.4

It is therefore important that monitoring, management and mitigation measures
are put in place to ensure that the balance of demand and supply is maintained
and that other impacts (e.g. on Welsh language) are considered in the
management of worker demand. Horizon’s proposals for this are set out in
more detail in the following section.
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9

Approach to Management, Monitoring &
Mitigation

9.1

Introduction

9.1.1

As set out previously, Horizon’s approach is to deliver a balanced Workforce
Accommodation Strategy that meets the aims set out in Section 2. This has
four components which enable Horizon to plan for the scale of workforce
expected, then monitor and manage the accommodation that workers use and
help to boost supply where necessary:

9.1.2

I.

Provision of up to 4,000 bed spaces in purpose-built TWA in the Site
Campus in the Wylfa Newydd Development Area;

II.

Use of bed spaces in existing and new private housing and tourist
accommodation;

III.

A comprehensive Workforce Accommodation Management Service to
manage that use; and

IV.

A Housing Fund to both boost supply and provide resources to local
authorities to mitigate any other impacts.

The WAMS will:
• Maintain a database of suitable properties offered by landlords and
providers, including Horizon’s own TWA.
• Provide a means for workers to search for housing that meets their needs
and be put in contact with the property owners or their agents.
• Capture and record data about the choices of workers, and provide
reports on this data to be used for management purposes.

9.1.3

The information that is captured by the WAMS can be used to inform the need
for other elements of mitigation, for example of schools or other public
services, covered by the Community Impact Fund.

9.1.4

The Housing Fund can:
• Incentivise provision of new housing, including affordable housing;
• Augment IACC’s existing empty homes programme and bring vacant
properties back into use;
• Encourage provision of more latent accommodation (e.g. spare rooms);
• Fund measures to improve the functioning of the housing market (e.g.
help people downsize, support rent deposits for people at risk of
homelessness etc);
• Fund IACC officer time to deal with any increase in workload, e.g. relating
to homelessness; and
• Support IACC’s enforcement of planning and licensing, especially for
caravan sites.
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9.1.5

By incentivising the provision of new supply and bringing empty homes back
into use, the Housing Fund can deliver a long-term legacy from the project
after the construction phase is complete.

9.1.6

The delivery of the Site Campus will be subject to a requirement requiring its
delivery prior to the workforce exceeding a fixed level. The level of the cap is
to be agreed through the SOCG process, but will ensure that the number of
NHB workers using the PRS, tourist accommodation etc. does not exceed the
3,000 that has been assessed in the Environmental Statement. Horizon will
also commit to maintaining high levels of occupancy in the Site Campus. The
WAMS and the Housing Fund will be secured through planning obligations.

9.2

WAMS

9.2.1

Horizon acknowledges there are concerns about the impact of construction
workers on locally available accommodation and on wider communities,
including traffic impacts, impacts on community facilities and services and on
the Welsh language and culture. Whilst the overall balance of demand and
supply is reasonable, there is the risk that it will not be effectively matched and
that this could lead to localised problems in areas where demand for
accommodation exceeds supply or where other problems arise.

9.2.2

In order to manage the impact of temporary construction workers seeking
accommodation during the construction of Wylfa Newydd, Horizon and IACC
agreed to establish on online Portal that will be the means by which
accommodation providers can advertise to workers and workers can select
accommodation that meets their needs.

9.2.3

Following responses received during public consultation and further discussion
with stakeholders through the Focus Groups, it has been agreed that this will
form part of a wider WAMS.

9.2.4

The WAMS will include the operation of the Portal, but also extend to a wider
range of activity to ensure the Portal is able to function properly and meet its
aims and objectives. This will include working with accommodation providers
to ensure there is a sufficient supply of appropriate accommodation that
workers can use that is affordable, of a high enough standard and in the right
locations.

9.2.5

It will also mean collecting monitoring data and reporting on it to stakeholders
and using that data to help guide workers’ choices and achieve better
outcomes for local communities. Monitoring will also help inform and target
mitigation measures, for example those aimed at the Welsh language and
culture.

9.2.6

Horizon and IACC have been working to agree principles for how the service
– and the Portal itself – will operate and what it is seeking to achieve. It is
agreed that the operation of the service and portal should be managed by a
third party (‘the Agent’) appointed by Horizon (either directly or through its
prime contractor) but overseen by an Oversight Board.
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The detail of the proposed structure requires further work to define the precise
role of Horizon and the prime contractor, and to allow for the involvement of
Gwynedd Council in whose area workers may also live. The indicative
structure for the Service is as follows:
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Figure 9.1 Proposed Structure for Accommodation Management

9.2.8

The Oversight Board will have the Councils (Anglesey and Gwynedd) and
Horizon as members and may draw on the expertise of accommodation
providers including private landlords and representatives from the tourism
sector.

9.2.9

It will set performance targets for both the operation of the Portal and the
outcomes it achieves. These targets are likely to include the proportion of
workers using the service to book their accommodation and thresholds for the
amount of accommodation in different sectors and locations that can be used
by workers. Outcomes can be monitored against the thresholds and reviews
undertaken when the number of workers approaches any of the thresholds,
and the Board may request the Agent not to advertise further properties in
those areas for a period of time.

9.2.10 The Board will also receive reports on wider impacts on local communities;
including on community cohesion; social infrastructure; Welsh language and
culture etc. Where, based on agreed objective criteria, these are being
adversely affected the Board may again request the Agent not to advertise
further properties in those areas for a period of time.
9.2.11 The operator of the service will be required to:
• Interface with the booking system for the Site Campus;
• Liaise with providers to ensure an adequate supply of appropriate
accommodation;
• Maintain a database of suitable and affordable accommodation to
guarantee places for Wylfa workers;
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• Ensure all accommodation meets the relevant standards;
• Match workers with accommodation that best meets their needs and
avoids impacts on local communities;
• Record data about the workers’ choices and report on it to the Oversight
Board; and
• Operate the Portal to agreed performance standards.
9.2.12 This will involve both a technology solution (the Portal itself) and a service to
liaise with providers and ensure that enough are attracted to use the Service
and that they meet the necessary legal standards.
9.2.13 Horizon has produced draft Terms of Reference which are in the Appendix to
this document.

Managing Worker Behaviour
9.2.14 Horizon’s Workforce Accommodation Strategy is one part of its approach to
managing worker behaviour. The provision of the TWA on the Wylfa Newydd
site minimises the need to travel and enables workers to access essential
facilities which will help mitigate any impacts on local communities.
9.2.15 The Portal will also highlight the transport options available to workers based
on their location, recommending them to use sustainable modes of transport
as an alternative to driving.
9.2.16 The presence of workers in existing accommodation provides the potential for
real benefit to local communities through their spending power and the skills
that they bring. Horizon will use the WAMS to ensure that local communities
do not host more workers than they can cope with.
9.2.17 Horizon will also seek to ensure high standards of behaviour from all its
workers through a Code of Conduct which will be prepared in accordance with
principles in the Workforce Management Strategy (Application Reference
Number: 8.5) (and secured through a DCO requirement).

9.3

Housing Fund

9.3.1

Horizon is proposing to provide support for housing in the local area by
establishing a Housing Fund. The balanced approach to accommodation and
its management that Horizon is taking should mean that across the whole of
the KSA there should not be significant adverse impacts. There will also be
benefits as workers provide an additional source of income for businesses and
private householders.

9.3.2

However, there is the potential for localised impacts, especially in areas where
the supply of accommodation is limited and demand is likely to be high such
as North Anglesey. The WAMS will assist in mitigating this, but there may be
circumstances in which management alone is insufficient and new capacity
would be helpful.

9.3.3

In addition, there could be an increase in demand for housing services from
the Councils and an increased need for enforcement of planning and licensing
policies.
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9.3.4

The Housing Fund will enable the local authorities to boost the supply of
housing, including affordable housing, provide support for residents needing
access to housing services; and boost enforcement.

9.3.5

The Fund is intended to be flexible and to be targeted at the most effective
interventions so that it achieves value for money. As set out above this could
include:
• Incentivising provision of new housing, including affordable housing.
• Augmenting existing empty homes programmes and bringing vacant
properties back into use.
• Encouraging provision of more latent accommodation (e.g. spare rooms).

9.3.6

Funding measures to improve the functioning of the housing market (e.g.
helping people downsize, supporting rent deposits for people at risk of
homelessness etc.).

9.3.7

The Councils have existing empty homes programmes. IACC has indicated
that 132 homes in North Anglesey and 276 across the Island could be brought
back into use. Assuming an average of 2.9 bed spaces per unit, this could
provide space for over 380 workers in north Anglesey and 800 across the
Island as a whole.

9.3.8

This is just under the forecast peak demand for rental properties of 900 bed
spaces across the whole of the KSA.

9.3.9

Horizon recognises that there is an existing need for affordable housing and
that this may be needed to support vulnerable residents. The Fund could
therefore support the provision of new-build permanent housing, including
affordable housing. This would form an important community benefit and
legacy as a result of the project.

9.3.10 The Fund could also support the social-rented sector by providing assistance
to existing tenants who want to move into more suitable accommodation and
which could therefore make better use of the existing stock.
9.3.11 The Fund could also support smaller interventions to stimulate the supply of
latent accommodation, for example by offering landlords loans to ensure they
comply with relevant health and safety regulations.
9.3.12 In deciding how to target the Fund, a range of factors will need to be
considered, including:
• The need to deliver the right number and type of outcomes.
• The cost-effectiveness of each type of intervention.
• The balance between temporary solutions and permanent, legacy
housing
9.3.13 Some initiatives could be funded as loans, enabling money in the Fund to be
recycled so that it could provide ongoing support for future housing initiatives
and serve as a further legacy benefit.
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9.3.14 Consideration will also need to be given to the location of the interventions and
how that compares to where the demand from workers is, and how it relates
to the settlement hierarchy in planning policies PS17 and TAI1 to TAI6.
9.3.15 Timing will also be a key consideration. The peak of the construction workforce
(and associated demand) is estimated to be four years after the start of the
main construction works so spending will need to be targeted at measures that
can be delivered before then. It is also likely to mean a greater focus on
management in the early years, before the Site Campus becomes available.
9.3.16 These matters are under discussion and will form part of a wider approach to
governance of mitigation across the project.

9.4

Securing Delivery

9.4.6

The Code of Construction Practice (CoCP – Application Reference 8.9) sets
out a monitoring framework. An overarching Programme Board will be
established and comprised of representatives from Horizon, IACC, Welsh
Government, NRW, and the emergency services. Underneath the Programme
Board will be a series of engagement sub-groups, including one for
Accommodation and Tourism. The membership of the Sub-Group will be
agreed by the Programme Board.

9.4.7

Alongside this, Horizon is setting up Services for supply chain, jobs and skills
and accommodation. The Accommodation Service will be responsible for
overseeing the WAMS and the Portal.

9.4.8

The CoCP states (paragraphs 3.2.18-19):

9.4.9

•

Horizon will establish a WAMS as set out in the Worker Accommodation
Strategy (WAS) (Application Reference: 8.4). The WAMS will include an
Oversight Board which will include Horizon, IACC and Gwynedd County
Council. The WAS explains how the Oversight Board will consider
regular monitoring reports collected from the accommodation portal. To
be effective, the Oversight Board needs to be relatively flexible to target
mitigation and properties available on the Portal as appropriate,
depending on information that is emerging on worker choices.

•

The WAMS Oversight Board will be a function of the Accommodation and
Tourism Services sub-group.

The WAMS and the Housing Fund will be secured through planning
obligations.

9.4.10 The delivery of the Site Campus will be subject to a requirement requiring its
delivery prior to the workforce exceeding a fixed level. The level of the cap is
to be agreed through the SOCG process, but will ensure that the number of
NHB workers using the PRS, tourist accommodation etc. does not exceed the
3,000 that has been assessed in the Environmental Statement. Horizon will
also commit to maintaining high levels of occupancy in the Site Campus.
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Conclusions

10.1.1 This document has set out Horizon’s strategy to provide accommodation for
its construction workers in a way that minimises impacts on existing residents
and local housing and tourism markets. It takes a “plan, monitor and manage”
approach and includes proposals for mitigation that will be secured through
obligations and financial contributions.
10.1.2 Horizon intends to provide up to 4,000 bed spaces in a temporary on-site
campus and estimates that 3,000 workers will use spare capacity in the PRS,
tourist and owner-occupied sectors.
10.1.3 Horizon’s baseline assessment demonstrates that there is sufficient spare
capacity to meet this demand across Anglesey and the parts of the mainland
that workers are expected to live. This is set out in Table 10.1.
Table 10.1 Summary of Accommodation Demand and Supply
Accommodation
Type

Tourist

Estimated
Demand
(across
the KSA)

Total
Current
Supply
(KSA)

Horizon
Estimate of
Available
and
affordable
bed spaces
(KSA)

IACC
Estimate*
of bed
spaces
(Anglesey
only)

1,100

61,436

6,375

[532]

Of which
caravans

650

45,428

3,275

[200]

New/Existing
PRS

900

21,700

1,650

[880]

Owner
Occupied

600

38,500

Latent

400

18,720

[800]
740

[740]

Site Campus

4,000

4,000

4,000

TOTAL

7,000

12,765

[7,150]*

* IACC is reviewing its estimate of capacity. It is anticipated that this will form part of a
SOCG.

10.1.4 However, Horizon recognises that these are estimates and that when workers
start arriving difference in patterns of demand and other adverse impacts could
arise.
10.1.5 It is therefore important that monitoring, management and mitigation measures
are put in place to ensure that the balance of demand and supply is maintained
and that other impacts (e.g. on Welsh language and culture) are considered in
the management of worker demand.
10.1.6 Horizon is therefore proposing a WAMS and a Housing Fund. The WAMS will
help match workers with suitable accommodation and capture data on their
choices so that effective monitoring can be put in place. Horizon is also
proposing a Housing Fund that can help boost supply, support measures to
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make the housing market more efficient and provide additional resources for
the public sector to deal with any issues that arise.
10.1.7 These measures will sit alongside other mitigation and enhancement
measures such as those for Welsh language and culture, a Community Impact
Fund which will manage effects on demand on services and a Workforce
Management Strategy that will promote the good behaviour of those working
on the project and seek to minimise their impact on local communities.
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Appendix 10-1 Appendix: Wylfa Newydd WAMS
Draft Terms of Reference
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Introduction
1. In order to manage the impact of temporary construction workers
seeking accommodation during the construction of Wylfa Newydd,
Horizon and IACC have agreed to establish the Portal.
2. Following responses received through Pre-Application Consultation
(PAC) and further discussion with stakeholders through the Focus
Groups, it has been agreed that this will form part of a wider WAMS.
3. The Service will include the operation of the Portal, but also extend to a
wider range of activity to ensure the Portal is able to function properly
and meet its aims and objectives. This will include working with
accommodation providers to ensure there is a sufficient supply of
appropriate accommodation that workers can use that is affordable, of
a high enough standard and in the right locations. It will also mean
collecting monitoring data and reporting on it to stakeholders and using
that data to help guide workers’ choices and avoid adverse impacts on
local communities, including facilities and services.
4. This paper sets out the draft Terms of Reference for the WAMS as they
stand following PAC3. They will be subject to further discussion and
will be agreed by Horizon, Welsh Government and the local authorities.
Whilst IACC has taken the lead in developing the Portal, it is Horizon’s
intention that it will operate across Gwynedd as well as modelling
suggests that some workers will seek accommodation there.
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Principles
5. Horizon and IACC have been working to agree principles for how the
service – and the Portal itself – will operate and what it is seeking to
achieve. The draft principles are:
• There is a need to ensure that construction workers’ accommodation
provision does not have significant adverse effects on the local housing
and tourism markets.
• Bed spaces need to be managed and it is agreed the Portal is the
method for doing so. Contracts will be a private matter between workers
and providers – the role of the Portal is to match them, not to contract
between them.
• The Portal will become operational before the DCO main construction
work commences on site.
• The Portal will only be used for the duration of the DCO construction
works.
• Awarding and managing a contract to run the service will be the
responsibility of either Horizon or Menter Newydd (which will be decided
at a later date).
• The Oversight Board Oversight Board will remain independent of both
Menter Newydd and the Portal agent. This is critical to ensuring
corrective action can be required of Menter Newydd and then the Portal
agent.
• The service will need to ensure there is a mechanism to draw on local
knowledge and intelligence.
6. The development of a social lettings agency will not be part of the Portal
but could be developed alongside it to ensure a continued supply of
accommodation for all local residents including the more vulnerable.
7. It is agreed that the operation of the service and portal should not be
done by either the local authorities or Horizon, but should be delivered
by a third party under guidance from an Oversight Board. The Board
will set performance targets for both the operation of the Portal and the
outcomes it achieves.
8. The detail of the proposed structure requires further work to define the
precise role of Horizon and the EPC contractor, and to allow for the
involvement of Gwynedd Council in whose area workers may also live.
The indicative structure for the Service is as follows:
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Figure A1: Draft Structure of the Service
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Purpose
9. The aim of the Service is as follows:
“To ensure that Wylfa Newydd construction workers can access
accommodation that best meets their needs (in terms of costs, standards
etc) in ways that minimise the impacts on existing communities.”
10.It will do that by:
• Maintaining a database of suitable properties offered by landlords and
providers, including Horizon’s own Site Campus.
• Providing a means for workers to search for housing that meets their
needs and be put in contact with the property owners or their agents.
• Capturing and recording data about the choices of workers, and
providing reports on this data to be used by the Board for management
purposes.
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Roles & Responsibilities
11.The Oversight Board will have local authorities and Horizon (and
potentially the EPC Contractor) as members and may draw on the
expertise of, for example, accommodation providers including private
landlords and representatives from the tourism sector or any expertise
as required.
12.The local authorities and Horizon will jointly set objectives for the Board
and the Agent and performance criteria for the Agent. The performance
targets will include both operational criteria (such as levels of use by
contractors and workers) and outcome targets (such as avoiding overuse of accommodation in certain sectors and locations) and will need to
reflect the commercial needs of the project as well as the needs of the
community. To support this, it will receive reports from the Agent on the
level of usage (i.e. it will track what proportion of workers are using the
Service) and on the locations and types of accommodation that workers
have chosen.
13.It will also need to receive reports on wider impacts on local
communities, including on community cohesion, social infrastructure,
Welsh language and culture etc. Where, based on agreed objective
criteria, these are being adversely affected (or where they are close to
that point) the Board may request the Agent not to advertise further
properties in those areas for a period of time.
14.These criteria will need to be made publicly available, so providers
understand in advance that they may not be able to use the Service for
periods of time.
15.Horizon will be responsible for awarding and managing the contract with
the Agent and for ensuring that its contractors and sub-contractors
comply with the relevant obligations to use the service. It may choose
to do this through the EPC Contractor
16.Further work needs to be done to understand whether the EPC’s siteaccess database system can be connected to the Portal and enable
enhanced monitoring of workers’ accommodation and journeys to site.
17.There will also be some categories of workers for whom using the Portal
will not be appropriate, including those who buy property and settle
permanently in the area, and those staying with friends and family.
However, the WAMS will be required to report on the number of workers
not using the Service.
18.The Portal Agent will be required to:
• Manage the booking system for the Site Campus.
• Liaise with providers to ensure an adequate supply of appropriate
accommodation.
• Maintain an online database of suitable and affordable accommodation
to guarantee places for Wylfa workers.
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• Ensure all accommodation meets the relevant standards.
• Match workers with accommodation that best meets their needs (taking
into account potential impacts on the local community).
• Record data about the workers’ choices and report on it to the Board.
• To operate the Portal to agreed performance standards.
19.This will involve both a technology solution (the Portal itself) and a
service to liaise with providers and ensure that enough are attracted to
use the Service and that they meet the necessary legal standards.
20.The Portal itself will need to be able to
• Allow providers to keep information on the availability of their
accommodation up to date;
• Provide search functionality so that workers can identify locations, cost,
types of accommodation and services that meet their needs;
• Provide reports on the take-up of different types of accommodation in
different locations – potentially including early warning when identified
thresholds are being approached;
• Limit accommodation being offered in locations and/or sectors that the
Board has determined should be limited;
• Offer web and potentially smartphone app functionality;
• Maintain data security and comply fully with relevant data protection
legislation; and
• Have a bi-lingual option.
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